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In the early years of British Socialism, the last two decades of the nineteenth century,
socialists were few in number, politically marginal and often, for a variety of
reasons, socially isolated. Their diverse talents, their varied interpretations of
socialism, and often fluctuating political enthusiasms, caused them to be spread
thinly across a number of socialist organisations; from these organisations emerged
a series of socialist journals, lively, 'multi-di~ciplinary', and often short-lived.

But however much the socialist movement in this period was organised around
personal and doctrinal diversity, the sense of unity in a common cause was, for
better or worse, overriding. The extent of. overlapping personnel in the various
groups, of mutual assistance in giving and attending lectures, and of joint activities
was considerable. The early socialists, despite increasing divisions and fragmenta
tion, saw themselves as a group, as comrades, and more than that, knew and
acknowledged each other as distinct and interesting personalities contributing to the
cause. The socialist press of the period strongly reflects these often-ambivalent, but
never indifferent affinities. It was the product of a still-smaller group, the intellectual
and articulate, prominent socialists, to which William Morris belonged.

We have many records of Morris through the eyes of his contemporaries; portraits
and impressions left in memoirs, diaries, and letters. The early socialist press is
another rich source, yet to be fully exploited, where references in reviews, reports of
meetings, articles and editorials build up to form a considerably detailed image of
Morris. An examination of the manner in which Morris was seen and represented, in
the focus of contemporary socialist journalism, adds to not only our general
knowledge of Morris, but especially contributes to an understanding of the reception
and evolution of his socialist theory. Such an examination would properly constitute
a lengthy study, but an over~iew can give us a considerable, and often fascinating,
insight into these questions.

Although the references to Morris, in the socialist press are, in the main, placed in
the context of specific issues or events, there are nonetheless many mentions of
Morris as a person. These repeat and reinforce images already familiar to us from
personal sources; and they especially remark upon Morris's brusqueness and volatile
temper, often aroused, it would seem, on political issues. Morris 'gets an unfair
advantage in debate because you cannot effectively play the superior person with
him when he loses his temper, which he does most volcanically the instant he is
contradicted' (Bernard Shaw, To-Day, Vo!. 8, Sept. 1887, p. 85); Morris, 'with his
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square-set form and wind-blown beard', asked what he thought of Manchester
'started as if he had been stung, drew his pipe from his mouth, blew a gargantuan
cloud, and after a pause, as if he were seeking a fitting expression, exclaimed,
"Manchester is a big-" , ('Quinbus Flestrin', The Clarion, Nov. 19, 1892, p. 8); At
a Fabian lecture 'a professional visitor, who ventured to ask Mr. Morris advice on
the problem of the best manner of teaching architecture, was crushed by the
rejoinder that there is no best manner of doing what cannot be done in any way'
(The Christian Socialist, Vo!' 8, June 1890, p. 88).

Morris's volatility was, it seems, at the worst considered 'eccentric' and 'picturesque',
as a review in To-Day of his Signs of Change was to call him. He was, it is clear, a
very popular lecturer at socialist meetings, despite his diffidence about his speaking
skills, and on many accounts, charmed his socialist audiences.

The correspondent for the Christian Socialist at the June 1886 Fabian conference
describes as 'the most interesting of all', the final session in which Morris's 'eloquent
diatribe', the lecture Whigs, Democrats and Socialists was read and discussed (Vo!.
4, July 1886, p. 16). The 'Fabiana' column of To-Day reports Morris's lecture to the
Fabians on March 1, 1889, How We Shall Live Then as 'altogether delightful';
Morris, in 'his brightest and most genial humour', described his personal road to
socialism-as to the economic path, he said,

'you may imagine ... what my sensations were, on taking my first plunge into
Karl Marx's Capital', and the audience, with lively recollection of mathematical
formulae, laughed and cheered sympathetically (Vo!. 11, April 1889, pp.
120-1).

The Christian Socialist, again, reports Morris's lecture on Gothic Architecture, May
2, 1890, as 'one of the best (meetings) the Fabians have had for a long time', the
animated discussion sparked by Morris's 'unexpected' endorsement of Bernard
Shaw's provocative proposal that all Gothic cathedrals and other historical relics be
destroyed in order to stimulate genuine popular art.

Although Morris spoke often and effectively to socialist audiences on the arts, one
has the strong impression from the socialist press that, as an artist, he was thought of
and respected by fellow socialists principally as a poet. He is frequently referred to as
'the poet Morris', 'our greatest living poet', 'our socialist poet', and most particulary
as 'the author of The Earthly Paradise'. Morris's Arts and Crafts work does not
receive the attention in the socialist press that one might expect, given the
considerable links between the Arts and Crafts movement and socialism. Hyndman
appears to recognise this imbalance, in his obituary of Morris; 'It was many years
after I had enjoyed Morris's poetry, and mocked a little, as ignorant young men will,
at his aesthetic armchairs and wall-papers ... that I first met the man himself'
Uustice, Oct. 10, 1896, p. 4).

There was no lack of interest in art on the part of socialists in this period. Many of
the journals had regular art review columns, and considerable space was consistently
given to articles on the various arts. Poetry, however, dominated this interest, ;:md
this can be observed in the indexes of these journals. As well, many socialists
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themselves wrote and translated poetry, and had their work published in the socialist
press, and. they recognized Morris both as their master in this art and, often, as a
poet in the revolutionary tradition of Shelley that they believed to contribute to the
progress of socialism. Arts and Crafts work was perhaps still too recent and
unfamiliar to the majority of socialists to be championed as a friend of the cause in
the same manner.

By far the majority of references to Morris's poetry are favourable-but not all. An
article, in Annie Besant's Our Corner, 'Methodism in Style', by John M. Robertson,
roundly attacks 'artistic monomania' and singles out Morris's poetry as marked by a
'prolixity not to be matched ... in modern times; a child-like garrulity far in excess
of the childishness of primeval song, . '.' [verse] steeped in archaism of thought as
well as art... '. Robertson wonders if Morris's work might have been more modern
had he heard of socialism earlier, but pronounces it incorrigible, and declares 'it is
hardly credible that Mr. Morris should find a wide public fifty years hence.' (Vol. 10,
Nov. 1887, pp. 278-91). Another article, 'Whitman as a Socialist Poet' by Reginald
Beckett, is less severe about Morris's poetry as such, but argues that none of the
poets now 'in the socialist party', not even its one great poet can really be considered
the 'poet of Socialism' because they 'cast their thought in the moulds of other times
... [and] as Socialism is the crowning result of modern science and achievement, a
poetry which shall be commensurate with if must first have mastered them also' (To
Day, Vol. 10, July 1886, pp. 8-15).

Such criticisms were unusual, but-and this may go partly towards explaining the
relative neglect of Morris's other art work-Morris's views about the state of
contemporary art in general formed one of several issues over which a number of
fellow socialist expressed disagreement in the socialist journals. A number of the
prominent socialists themselves were respected music and art critics, and others were
cultured amateur performers and enthusiasts (Shaw, Bax, Aveling, Eleanor Marx,
Hubert Bland and Edith Nesbit, among others); they held well-developed views on
art, appreciated much in modern literature, the new theatre of Ibsen, the opera of
Wagner, and they objected to Morris's assertion of the contemporary degradation of
art.

The journal To-Day, edited between 1887 and 1889 by Bland and Nesbit (under the
unambiguous name of 'Fabian Bland') reflected this disagreement most particularly.
Criticism was aimed at Morris's over.,restricted use of the term 'art'. The bitter tone
of a review of Morris's Signs of Change (unsigned, but almost certainly written by
Bland), is an echo, in fact, of the debate then simmering in socialist ranks over
political tactics, but its argument anticipates a significant number of others; the
current state of architecture and building is not the only consideration in assessing
contemporary art, '[i]f we have lost the medieval cathedral we at least have the 19th
century oratorio and opera';

the age which has produced Dickens and George Eliot, Balzac, Thackeray, Zola
and George Meredith, has little to fear from comparison with any of its
predecessors. Of course the fact that we have good music and good landscapes,
good novels, and good portraits, is no reason why we should have hideous
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public buildings and drawing-room decorations which set the teeth on edge; but
it is a reason why we should not be perpetually whining, however tunefully,
about the 'Decline of Art'. (To-Day, Vol. 10, Nov. 1888, pp. 153-4.)

This, it should be noted, is in Contrast with an earlier review, in the first year of To
Day, then under the editorship of Belfort Bax and lames ]oynes, of Morris's lecture
Art and Socialism, the theme of the lecture 'cannot be too often reiterated, that the
growth of Commerce in its modern meaning of competition for profit on the
exchange of goods is the cause of the widespread decay of Art' (Vol. 2, August,
1884, pp. 177-9).

But while the issue of the status of modern art had been, since the celebrated legal
battle in 1887 between Whistler and Ruskin, a turbulent one in other quarters, it did
not arouse the passions in the socialist press as other issues were to do, and
furthermore, Morris's own humorous piece of theatre, The Tables Turned: or
Nupkins Awakened, was received and performed with pleasure. Annie Besant called
it '[q]uite a new departure in Socialist literature', adding 'would that the "Social
Revolution" could be brought about with as little trouble as it is in these pages!'
(Our Corner, Vol. 10, Nov. 1887, p. 314).

A further relatively minor source of disagreement to be found in the pages of the
socialist press in this period, one which concerned principally the Christian
Socialists, was the issue of sexual morality. Under attack was the doctrine of the
Socialist League and certain articles in Commonweal, and it is interesting to see that
some critics, while realising that Morris is implicated by association, wish to exclude
him from a share in the views about personal morality that he, in fact, held. Morris's
own 'unbohemian' life was, it seems, difficult to reconcile with his objection to a
rigid Christian morality.

The Rev. Charles Marson, then editor of The Christian Socialist, argues in 'Christian
Socialism versus Satyr Socialism', that the abolition of Christian marriage laws
would give rise to rancour and jealousy and 'the ravishing of women', thus
undermining socialist cooperation. The great poets, he says, aspired to faithful,
chaste love and self-control; 'Mr Morris does not write in praise of whoredom, 'or
arm his tongue "against the sun-clad power of chastity", why then does he not curb
the silly wantonness of his followers?' (To-Day, Vol. 6, Dec. 1886, pp. 205-11).

The following year the issue was raised again, with the editors of The Christian
Socialist (then Alfred Howard and W.H. Paul Campbell) attempting to establish a
common ground between Christian, and other, Socialism. Their argument reflects
the confusion they must have felt about this question;

Socialism is a movement in the interests of labour, whether manual or mental. It
may be, and is we believe, much more than this, but this at least it is or it is
nO\:hing. Christian Socialism is the same, for as William Morris has said, 'if
Christian Socialism means something different from Socialism it is opposed to
it'. Christian Socialism, however, appeals to Christian morals as well as to
economics, to which alone pure scientific Socialism confines itself (The'
Christian Socialist, Vol. 5, Sept. 1887, pp. 137-9).
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This editorial provoked a quite unambivalent reply from one Rev. Philip Peach, who
deplores the 'apologetic tone' taken towards those socialists who 'sneer at Christian
Socialism'. Morris, the letter continues, suggests that if Christian Socialism is
anything different from his own socialism, 'then away with it from the earth'. But
Christian Socialism is different; it is not a cold economic theory, it 'does not aim at
the abolition of the family', and it does believe in what Morris, and the Socialist
League Manifesto, erroneously call 'a preconceived standard outside human
responsibilities' .

The editorial note, in response, suggests simply that Peach look back over earlier
issues of the Christian Socialist to reassure himself that, on the question of morals
the Christian Socialist Society does distinguish itself from other forms of socialism
(The Christian Socialist, Vol. 5, Oct. 1887, pp. 149-150).

Surprisingly, the representation of the family in News From Nowhere when it
appeared was scarcely mentioned in the Christian Socialist's review of it. H.W. Just
gives a mixed, but even-tempered, assessment of Morris's utopia, singling out as
problematic the de-mechanisation and simplification of society it depicts:

Those who have heard the socialist-poet expound his views as to the future of
the race will find nothing new here though the sketch of Utopian life is very
refreshing to read. [Morris] does not deign.,to volunteer any information as to
the machinery by which the supply of th-e various products is to be adjusted to
the requirements of Society. Universal holiday making, as we should call it, is
the rule.

The review winds up inconclusively; 'In so far as Mr Morris by the picture he paints
raises his protest against an ill-balanced mode of life, we accept the caution it
conveys' (Christian Socialist, Vol. 9, May 1891, p. 58).

Percival Chubb, reviewing News from Nowhere in Seed-Time (organ of the
Fellowship of the New Life) is both more fulsome in his praise and more reserved
about the book's moral 'paganism'. History, Chubb argues, represents a struggle to
overcome sin, a sense of divine purpose and an ideal of perfection; this process can
never be arrested in the perpetual 'sweet contentment' Morris depicts. In News from
Nowhere Christian self-denial 'and the desire to serve others [play] no part as a
motive which should urge men to labour'. As to its portrayal of marriage, whatever
we might feel about this question, 'many wise and admirable words are said about
it', although the complexities of human relations are perhaps underestimated (Seed
Time, no. 10, Oct. 1891, pp. 2-6).

One factor which must have made certain socialists uneasy about the depiction of
socialism in News from Nowhere was the memory of Morris's association with the
anarchists, in the Socialist League, and the divisive and often bitter arguments waged
among socialists about political action. Chubb's review suggests that an anarchist
reading might be made of News from Nowhere, with its 'policy of escape from
institutions and controlling agencies, a policy of clearance and abolition ... [which]
glows with the promise of seedy emancipation' (p. 5).

The question of adopting political tactics, over which the Social Democratic
Federation split in 1884, Morris and others leaving to set up the Socialist League
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opposed to political action, came to prominence in the socialist press after the
Fabian 'unity' conferences in June and September of 1886. Morris was, of course,
not the only socialist under attack for his refusal to countenance political tactics, but
some commentators seemed to hold him especially responsible.

The Practical Socialist adopts at first a sympathetic tone, in an unsigned report on
the Socialist League: it is understandable that' "The idle singer of an empty day", in
his strivings after the perfect ideal' should be opposed to political action, and should
look 'askance upon those step-by-step advances, which the opportunist hails with so
much satisfaction'. But Morris is not opposed to action as such, as is clear from his
writings in Commonweal, and his laudable idea of education towards action can be
happily incorporated into transitional reforms and socialist 'experiments' (Vo!. 1,
June 1886, p. 101). Such an assessment might have bemused Morris, but who can
guess at his response to the acrimony which was to come.

In October, 1886, in the same journal, the first of Hubert Bland's attacks appeared,
in his article 'The Socialist Party in Relation to Politics'. Bland argues that division of
opinion over tactics, by presenting conflicting images of socialism, is setting back the
cause, alienating the respectable skilled artisan class which is to be the true agent of
socialism, and appealing to the destitute and unemployed who desire an immediate,
violent, and short-sighted solution. Morris is accused of hypocrisy:

although Mr Morris never wearies of telling us ... that ameliorative legislation
of any kind puts back the revolution, and is therefore to be deprecated; [this]
does not prevent his allowing other writers in his paper to savagely attack those
persons, not socialists, who oppose such legislation; and who, as being friends,
though perhaps unconscious friends of the revolution, should receive his right
hand of fellowship.

Bland concludes with the call for a new socialist party, without which, he ends
savagely 'the voice of English Socialism will never be anything but th~ inarticulate
shriek of epileptic incapacity, or the musical wail of "cultured" despair' (Practical
Socialist, Vo!. 1, Oct. 1886, pp. 154-9). One almost wants to hope that Morris
never read these words from the pen of a man who once deeply revered him.

In the same month the Christian Socialist also expressed its disapproval of Morris's
opposition to the September Fabian conference resolution to establish the means of
political action. Although the journal had reported in friendly terms Morris's paper
Whigs, Democrats and Socialsts read at the June Fabian conference, ,its current
editor Marson found the position taken by Morris and 'some of his friends'
inflexible and dangerous;

Socialists who wish to divorce their creed from life, fall into the old and idiotic
fallacy of theologians, which results in nothing but apostacy and spiritual
suicide.... If we cannot mend our social organisation by all means let us smash
it, but it is cowardly and irreverent to wish to smash before we have even tried
to mend. (Vo!. 4, Oct. 1886, p. 52.)

During 1887 Bland kept up what appears almost as a campaign of criticism in the
pages of To-Day of which he was now co-editor. His editorials reflect the wide-
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spread concern in socialist circles over the current disunity in the movement, and
perhaps suggest the attempt to find a single target of blame for the crisis.

The July issue begins with Bland's complaint, quite unselfconsciously, of 'wanton
vilification' in the pages of Justice, and then turns to the recent rejection, at the
Socialist League conference, of Bax's resolution in favour of parliamentary action.
The reason for this vote, Bland argues, was not lunacy or inebriation, but the power
of Morris's money;

Mr William Morris, after much wavering, had determined to 'go' Anarchist ...
[and] we understand that previous to the late Conference he had been noticed
tapping his purse very significantly indeed.

It is, the article concludes,

a little remarkable that a gentleman, whose main objection to political action is
the meanness and trickery which it is supposed to involve, should himself stoop
to employ one of the stalest and basest expedients of a minister in a flux-the
threat of resignation (Vol. 8, July 1887, pp. 1...,...5).

The next issue re-affirms Bland's unwillingness to distinguish between opposition to
socialists undertaking ameliorative reforms, and <?pposition to reforms as such; his
Editorial Notes assert that attacks in Commonweal against reactionary organisations
such as the Liberty and Property Defente League, display inconsistency and
'ingratitude' on the part of Morris. The reforms the League opposes are the very
'pall~atives' at which Morris 'cons~antly pokes such excellent fun, about which he
professes to be so superbly scornful'. Morris and the League are really, the notes
conclude, 'brothers in arms' (To-Day, Vol. 8, August 1887, p. 34).

It is not surprising that September's issue contains a protest against such articles.
Stewart Headlam, founder of the socialist Guild of St. Matthew, and editor of The
Church Reformer, in 'A Plea for Peace', expresses dismay about the current fighting
in the socialist movement over various questions, suggesting that 'sneers and
bitterness and exposures' should be kept for the capitalists. He notes that some of
the debates have been conducted admirably, whereas 'the Editorial Notes on Mr
Morris seem to me, as far as tone and temper go, just about as bad as they can be,
and likely to do serious harm to the cause' (Vol. 8, Sept. 1887, pp. 78-81).

Bernard Shaw must have had a pre-publication glance at Headlam's contribution,
for his article 'A Word for War', follows immediately in the same issue. Shaw,
adopting his usual flippant and ironic tone, argues for the op~n 'threshing out' of
differences and the acknowledgement that the current crisis in the movement cannot
be simply smoothed over by 'sheer good nature'. Clearly regarding Morris as 'a good
man fallen among anarchists' Shaw takes considerable pains to point out that it is
the association between Morris, a famous literary figure, and the anarchists that is
damaging the movement. Morris, he explicitly· recognises, is not himself an
anarchist, and 'has often denounced the folly of beginning by a violent assault on the
propertied class'. He is 'such uncommonly good company that nobody would
willingly raise difficulties that might have the effect of interrupting personal
intercourse with him' but, his tolerance of the anarchists and defence of some of
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their arguments 'has compromised the movement at a critical period in its
development'. Morris is 'widely accepted as the typical Socialist; and thus the whole
movement is held answerable for his opinions. This comes of the poet worshipping
instinct in the public.' Now the only course open to socialists is, not 'peace', but 'a
tremendous shindy to clear the air, with an understanding to follow' (To-Day, ibid.,
pp. 83-6).

Bland's attacks, albeit a little less vehement, continued, but in the December 1887
issue of To-Day a different voice is heard. Raymond Unwin, the architect and a
frequent contributor to Commonweal, who was to become a pioneer of the Garden
City movement, argues in 'Socialist Tactics: A Third Course' that neither
parliamentary not purely revolutionary tactics will advance socialism. Without
specifically naming Morris, his argument that education, and the spreading of 'the
true socialist sentiments of brotherhood, freedom and equality', are what the
movement must now concentrate on, suggest that the debate, in which Morris had
so recently received a rather distorted and narrow appreciation, was beginning to
widen out (Vo!. 8, Dec. 1887, pp. 180-6).

During the course of 1888 several more arrows were fired in Morris's direction from
the pages of To-Day. Bernard Shaw begins this year with an (unsigned) satire on the
entire non-Fabian movement, entitled 'Curious Extract from the Times of the 1st
April, 1900'. The scene is the post-revolutionary 'Imperial Parliament, House of
Lords', and each of the then prominent socialists is now a member; they are debating
a Bill, moved by the 'Bishop of Merton' for the quarterly renewal of carpets in coal
mines. The Bishop-Morris-has designed the carpets himself, and sees no point in
discussing the issue or even reading the Bill; 'if they did not approve of it, they might
vote against it and be damned (Uproar)' (Vo!. 9, April 1888, pp. 117-24). While
Shaw's 'extract' depicts confusion, inconsistency and incapacity for socialist
organisation in each member, and bears his characteristically imperious tone, its
portrait of Morris at least suggests the warm affection that Shaw and many fellow
socialists felt.

In the August 1888 issue, calling himself 'Redbarn Wash', Shaw repeats his attack
on the anarchist presence in the movement. He tells the story of 'My Friend
Fitzthunder, The Unpractical Socialist', a conceited, immoral, ignorant, loud
mouthed champion of the violent overthrow cof capitalism, who has 'played
unspeakable havoc' with all the socialist groups (except the Fabians) and 'is at the
bottom of the futility of the Anarchists'. Morris, Shaw continues,

knows what a good-for-nothing windbag he is as well as I do; yet he will listen
to his speeches and say 'Hear, hear' occasionally with an accent which conveys
quite plainly 'You may run him down as much as you please,; but there is a
great deal of truth in what he says.'

'We hold aloof from the [Socialist] League, Shaw concludes, not because we mistrust
Morris but because we object to Fitzthunder.' (To-Day, Vo!. 10, August 1888, pp.
35-42.)

A pseudonymous reply in the following issue, 'Fitzthunder on Himself-A Defence',
by 'Robespierre Marat Fitzthunder' argues that Morris is a true revolutionary, as all
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socialists would be still were it not for the Fabians, and makes the perhaps obvious
point, one we must reconcile with Shaw's affection for Morris, that despite his
disclaimer, Shaw clearly does distrust Morris on this question (To-Day, Vol. 10,
Sept. 1888, pp. 78-80).

The November 1888 issue of To-Day carries the review of Signs of Change already
mentioned. It departs from previous arguments by Bland only in its confident
assertion that Morris is now 'almost alone in the possession of his peculiar views',
with the happy result that '[j]ust in proportion as the importance of the active
propagandist declines, so does the value of the poet and artist appreciate. Some of
Mr Morris's best services to Socialism may be seen in the Arts and Crafts Exhibition
in Regent St., some of his worst in the volume before us.' (op.cit.)

We should not lose sight of the fact that many favourable references to Morris both
as a man and as a theorist continued to appear in the socialist press throughout this
period. A review of A Dream of John Ball was published in To-Day at the very
height of the dispute over socialist methods, and it praises 'the spiritual insight which
guides [Morris] straight to a truth at which we pn only arrive by the painful and
often tortuous path of research and ratiocination'. Bland's intimations of muddle
headedness and obfuscation in Morris's position had, clearly, scarcely influenced at
least this reviewer's judgment, and although Morris might have groaned at the
review's emphasis upon his great gift of artistic inspiration-a concept for which he
had no patience-he must surely have been gratified by its conclusion:

The reverent memorialisation of the true heroes [of history] is surely an earnest
of the near triumph of the true cause, and we are not altogether without hopes
of some day being present when Mr Morris unveils a statue of John Ball in
Trafalgar Square. (Vol. 10, June 1888, pp. 184-5.)

By 1890 a number of the litarary socialist journals prominent in the 1880s had
ceased to appear (To-Day, The Practical Socialist, Our Corner, among others). The
issue of political action had'not vanished, but it had come to be more marginal and
less disruptive, and at the end of 1890 Morris was forced to leave the Socialist
League as itsanarchist tendencies grew more extreme. In 1893 he was prominent in
an abortive attempt to promote a Socialist Alliance of the major British socialist
organisations (including the Fabians).

In 1892 Morris had circulated a letter explaining his position on recent anarchist
acts in Paris and London. The Church Reformer printed it, and called it 'wise'.
Morris explains that such 'acts of madness' are brought about by the capitalist
system, and demand to be understood as well as condemned as being totally perverse
and short-sighted:

There is no royal road to revolution or the change in the basis of society. To
make the workers conscious of the disabilities which beset them ... of the
dormant power in them for the removal of those disabilities; to give them hope
and an aim and organisation to carry out their aspir "lons. Here is work enough
for the most energetic; it is the work of patience, but nothing can take the place
of it (Church Reformer, Vo!. 11, June 1892, p. 136).
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This is perhaps the closest we get to a direct reply from Morris, in the socialist press,
to those critics of his position on socialist tactics; and the letter has the tone of a final
word.

What emerges from an overview of the socialist press up to this time (of which we
have been able to discuss only a small sample), is the impression that, at the same
time as the subtleties of Morris's socialism were not widely appreciated and a
conviction was entertained that Morris was lending his immense artistic talents to a
misguided cause, there existed a significant desire to reconcile the uncomfortable
need of criticism with the overwhelming respect for Morris's personal qualities.

A further number of these journals had ceased publication by the time of Morris's
death in 1896 (The Church Reformer, The Christian Socialist), but the socialist
obituaries that appeared indicate that many felt this ambivalence to have indeed
been resolved (how much this resolution was based on misconstruction is, however,
another story). They are full of affection and grief, of indignation at attempts to
diminish Morris's socialist commitment, of certainty that Morris's work held a unity
of purpose.

Many also arrive at a commonly-held conclusion, one, we must recognise, that
Morris himself might not have desired-Morris, as a man, was greater than his
work. Robert Blatchford's editorial obituary in the Clarion is the best known:

It is true that much of his work still lives, and will live. But we have lost him,
and, great as was his work, he himself was greater. Many a man of genius is
dwarfed by hIS own creations ... his words fell like sword strokes, one always
felt that the warrior was stronger than his sword. For Morris was not only a
genius, he was a man. Strike at him where you would, he rang true (Oct. 10,
1896, pp. 324-5).

J.F. Oakschott's obituary in Seed-Time has a similar theme;

it is not so much as a prophet, an inspirer by his writings as of his influence that
I would write a word or two. His ideal of a noble, simple life naturally appealed
to the Fellowship; and his own example added a thousandfold force to his
eloquent expression of that ideal. For w;here amongst modern men and women
could one find a better example of an all-round man... ? No man seemed to be
so full of the joy of living, or so able to inspire one, whilst with him, with a
similar joy (No. 31, Jan. 1897, p. 1). .

Hyndman, writing one of a number of obituaries in Justice, emphasises Morris's
greatness as poet and artist, and makes a not-unrelated point, one which is to be
found in other estimates by socialists:

It is difficult, perhaps, for men who have come into the movement of late years,
to understand how we welcomed capable recruits in those days of very small
things ... we were few and Socialism was new. Morris, with his great
reputation and high character, doubled our strength at a stroke, by giving it his
adhesion (Vol. 13, Oct. 10, 1896, p. 4).

This sentiment is repeated in a report, in Justice, of the memorial meeting held at
Holborn Town Hall, October 13, 1896;
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They often said in the Socialist movement that whatever a man's talents might
be, the humblest worker in the cause was on an equality with him, in that he
gave as much as he coul<;l to our own common cause. That was in a sense
perfectly true; but under present conditions it would· be simple hypocrisy to
deny that when a man of such extraordinary abilities and of such great
reputation among the people who did not agree with them, deliberately and of
his own accord, threw himself [in], at a time when it was not only not
respectable but disreputable, they owed his memory a great debt of gratitude
(Oct. 17,1896, p. 4).

Would Morris have wished to be remembered by his fellow socialists with gratitude
for the sacrifice he made as a man of g!eat reputation lending his stature to the
cause?

Other speakers at the memorial meeting emphasised his commitment to socialism:

Great as his work was in literature and art, greater still was that which he did
for fourteen years for the glory and advancement of the coming Socialist
Revolution. (ibid.)

One cannot avoid the recognition that Morris's fundamental belief in the unity of
work for the creation of beauty and of work fOc'-th'e creation of socialism had not
been truly understood.

As new socialist journals appeared into ·the n,ew century these impressions are
reinforced. What is most striking, however, is how rapidly Morris became a myth.
For example, the Social Democrat, the new monthly journal of the Social
Democratic Federation, printed only three years after Morris's death an article by
the American Elbert Hubbard in which it is claimed, among other things, that
Morris 'was a musical composer of no mean ability' and that, as a socialist, 'in the
companionship of working men [Morris] found a response to his holy zeal which the
society of an entailed aristocracy denied' ('The Many-Sided William Morris', Vol. 3,
Oct. 1899, p. 302). Anyone who had known Morris's work well would recognise the
first statement as untrue and the second as an extraordinary distortion of Morris's
reasons for being a socialist, and it is a strange choice from an editor, Harry Quelch,
who had been ~ joint signatory with Morris of the first socialist manifesto of the then
Democratic Federation in 1883, and had worked with the SDF ever since. One looks
for editorial comment in vain.

References to Morris in the later socialist press quickly lose the vitality of those in
the days when he was still so vigorously alive and active in the cause. But perhaps
this is not surprising in a movement which, it would seem, saw the greatness of
Morris in the living man and failed really to appreciate his ideas.
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